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An strong yearn to serve the underprivileged and her love for young kids prompted Ms. Ruchie
Mittal to spearhead a humanitarian effort. Moved by the plight of labourer's children at one of the
building sites of a residential task by CHD Developers Ltd., she started and conceptualized the
setting up of a exceptional CrÃ¨che to provide basic amenities for these children.

Her illusion has eventually taken form. The crÃ¨che was begun in June 2011 with an aim to supply a
shelter for the young kids who used to loiter round in the building location previous. The crÃ¨che
provides shelter to round 22 young kids and this number is expected to augment.

The crÃ¨che not just supplies a protected haven to these children; it furthermore boasts them
rudimentary amenities. inside playthings and games which was a far-fetched truth for these children
have been supplied to them. The swings out-of-doors the crÃ¨che can be seen with smiling faces
playing blissfully.

Being the controller at Aadyant School, Ms. Mittal realises the importance of learning in these
formative years when the form of the kid's future is moulded. Taking note of this she sensed that
education for these children was a priority. The scholars are provided with stationary, reading and
perform publications (Hindi, English and Math). A number of teachers have been engaged to impart
knowledge to these young kids.

She says, "I have habitually accepted that it is our obligation to reach out to the underprivileged
sections of the society in any way we can. These children of our labourers at our tasks have been
supplied with adoring care and protect. I truly believe that the children should not be deprived of the
rudimentary necessities and a good learning. This effort will definitely bring about a positive change
in the inhabits of these young kids"

Taking this commendable step to another grade, Ms. Ruchie Mittal is now starting setting up more
such crÃ¨ches at the construction sites of other tasks which is bound to spread more smiles and
bring a ray of wish in the inhabits of numerous other such children.

Some data about Ms. Ruchie Mittal

The juvenile and dynamic Ms. Ruchie Mittal is the controller of Raodmaster Cycles Ltd. It is India's
largest exporter of cycles and the first to set up a constructing unit in Africa. At the helm of activities,
she has been instrumental in redesigning of the emblem identity and has performed a key function
in the expansion scheme.

She also term papers the function of Director at the Aadyant School, Vasant Kunj, which is an
established name in pre- prime education in Delhi. She develops new policies to enhance the
development of the school and handles school administration jobs like financial, staff and school
amenities.

An alumnus of the prestigious woman Sriram school and a latest trend administration graduate from
London school of latest trend, Ms. Ruchi Mittal finds time to take up plans for the welfare of the
society. She is dynamically engaged with a unseeing School and is an hardworking volunteer at
diverse Senior Citizen's associations in Vasant Kunj. She has been instrumental in conceptualizing
and initiating the concept of a CrÃ¨che at Avenue 71, a project by CHD Developers at Sohna street
Gurgaon, for the young kids of labourers at the location.
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Anuska Kiran - About Author:
For more information about Ganga International School. visit:- a  Residential School in India, Take a
look at International School a  Best Boarding School in India.
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